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1 Where Can This Script Be Used?
This demo script has been written for usage with the SAP S/4HANA 2021 Fully-Activated Appliance (in short “appliance”
in this script), hence you will need such an appliance to make use of this guide.
The appliance can be brought up in two ways, and the demo scenario in this script is largely the same for both:
1.

Via SAP Cloud Appliance Library (hosted on cloud providers)
You need a cloud provider account at AWS, MS Azure, or GCP. With this, you can deploy the appliance within 1-2
hours from https://cal.sap.com > Solutions> SAP S/4HANA (your desired version) Fully-Activated Appliance.

2.

Via installing it on your own on-premise hardware.
You need to provide your own hardware, and order & install the appliance as explained in SAP Note 2041140.

If you are new to the SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance, introductory information can be found here:
https://blogs.sap.com/2018/12/12/sap-s4hana-fully-activated-appliance-create-your-sap-s4hana-1809-system-in-afraction-of-the-usual-setup-time/

Important:
Before you start your demo, please read SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance: Demo Scripts for information about
necessary preparations, especially any post-deployment steps to ensure the full functionality of your appliance. These
steps are covered in sections;
B) General Remarks
C) Post-deployment Steps
D) Log-on to the system
Besides this, you will also find links to all demo scripts on this page.
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Demo Guide: Message Monitoring with SAP
Application Interface Framework

2.1

Background Information

This demo script describes how SAP Application Interface Framework can be used within SAP S/4HANA to monitor your
interfaces. SAP Application Interface Framework is a framework for interface implementation, business-oriented
monitoring, and error handling. It is an integral part of SAP S/4HANA Enterprise Management (on-premise version) and
SAP S/4HANA Cloud and shipped as an ABAP-based add-on for the SAP Business Suite available from SAP NetWeaver
7.00 onwards.
In SAP S/4HANA, different monitors are provided depending on your role:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In SAP GUI: Interface Monitor (transaction /AIF/IFMON)
In SAP GUI: Monitoring and Error Handling (transaction /AIF/ERR)
In Fiori Launchpad: Monitor for Business Users
In Fiori Launchpad: Monitor for Integration Experts
In Fiori Launchpad: Monitor for Administrators

See SAP Application Interface Framework documentation.

2.1.1

Pre-configured Demo Scenarios

Three integration scenarios have been pre-configured in the appliance:
1.
2.
3.

Monitoring of an IDoc scenario to create flight customers
Monitoring of an IDoc scenario to create flight bookings
Monitoring of a business partner creation scenario

The demo scenarios have been setup in an SAP delivered AIF namespace, and hence you do not need an AIF license to
run those scenarios.
Besides those demo scenarios, the appliance has been prepared to support the following BTP interoperability scenarios:
1.
2.

Send AIF alerts to SAP Alert Notification Service
Error forwarding from SAP Cloud Integration to AIF

Note: The BTP interoperability scenarios haven’t been completely setup on the appliance because we cannot provide a
BTP account with the appliance. The appliance has been setup to support the BTP interoperability scenarios wherever
possible, i.e., whenever no BTP account specific configurations were needed such as providing access to the notification
monitors, see below. In order to setup the scnearios from end-to-end, you need to connect to your own BTP account or
alternatively use a BTP trial account.

2.1.2

Custom AIF Interfaces

Besides the provided demo scenarios, you can use SAP Application Interface Framework within the fully-activated SAP
S/4HANA appliance as a trial system to setup your own interfaces. For creating own AIF interfaces, usually an AIF license
is required, see SAP notes 2293938 and 2288871. However, you can activate the trial period on the appliance to be able
to try out the complete AIF capabilities including customizing as well as monitoring and error handling for a limited period
of time, i.e., 90 days, without additional costs. The blog New trial capability for SAP Application Interface Framework
describes how to acticate the trial period on SAP S/4HANA 2021.
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Note: The activation of the trial period is irreversible. The trial period can’t be deactivated once switched on and the trial
period can’t be extended. So, plan your proof of concept activities accordingly.

2.1.3

Users

To run the AIF scenarios, the following two users have been provided: SAP_AIF and SAP_AIF_ADM, both with password
Welcome1.
•
•

•

2.2

Both users have full AIF authorizations.
For both users, the Fiori launchpad has been setup providing access to the Monitor for Business Users and the
Monitor for Integration Experts. In addition, the SAP_AIF_ADM user has access to the Monitor for
Administrators.
Both users are assigned to the ZDEMO_RECIPIENT recipient to be able to monitor all three demo scenarios. In
addition, the SAP_AIF_ADM user is assigned to the recipients RECIPIENT_ALERTING_ANS and
RECIPIENT_ERROR_PROPAGATION to be able to monitor notifications sent to the SAP Alert Notification Service
of the Business Technology Platform (BTP) and notifications received from your SAP Cloud Integration tenant,
repectively.

IDoc Scenario: Create Flight Customer

We want to create a flight customer by sending an IDoc message to the SAP S/4HANA system. AIF is used for monitoring
the message exchange. In the following, the Monitor for Business Users is shown. However, you may also use any other
monitor.

2.2.1

Run the Scenario

In order to create new flight customer messages, we simply use the test tool for IDoc processing (transaction WE19).
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What to Do

What You Will See

Open the SAP GUI, and
login with the AIF user.
User: S4H_AIF
Password: Welcome1

Run transaction code
WE19 to open the test
tool for IDoc
processing.
You can find the
transaction in the
user’s favorites.

In the test tool, search
for existing IDocs as a
template.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the next screen,
you may need to adapt
the time period to find
any IDocs which have
been previously
processed. Then click
on Execute.

A dialog comes up.
From the list of entries
found, select an IDoc of
message type
FLCUSTOMER_CREATE
FROMDATA and status
51.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Click on Execute.

Select the
E1BPSCUNEW section
to change the data
record.

In the upcoming dialog,
you may change the
data record such as
customer name, form,
street, etc.
As customer type, a
wrong value is chosen
by intention to force a
processing error.
Click the Continue
button.
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What to Do

What You Will See

To create a test
message, click the
Standard Inbound
button.

On the upcoming
dialog, click the
Continue button.

An IDoc message has
been created and
passed to the
application.
Confirm the
information dialog.

2.2.2

Monitor the Scenario via the Monitor for Business Users

In the following, we use the Fiori monitor for Business Users to monitor the message exchange of the Flight Customer
Creation scenario. Open the Fiori Launchpad in your browser with user S4H_AIF, password Welcome1.
https://vhcals4hcs.dummy.nodomain:44301/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/ui2/ushell/shells/abap/FioriLaunchpad.html?
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What to Do

What You Will See

Open the Fiori
Launchpad, see link
above. Alternatively,
you can run
transaction code
/UI2/FLP. You find the
transaction in the
user’s favorites.

In the upcoming
internet browser, enter
the user credentials
and log on.
User: S4H_AIF
Password: Welcome1
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Fiori Launchpad,
select the Message
Monitoring Overview
tile.

In the Message
Monitoring Overview,
for each interface that
you are assigned to,
you see a tile with
status information.
You should see one
new flight customer
message in status
Error. Select the
Create flight customer
tile to open the
Message Monitor.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Message
Monitor, you should
see one new entry.
You have different filter
criteria. By default, you
can filter based on
Time, Status and
Message ID. In
addition, we have
maintained key fields in
the interface’s index
table that allows you to
filter on City, Country,
and Region.
Furthermore, you can
adapt the filters which
are displayed as well as
the table columns.
If you click on the Log
Messages link, a pop
up opens showing you
the log messages
details.

You can set the
process information to
inform your peers that
you are working on
fixing the issue.
Select the message,
and click the Set
Process Information
button.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the upcoming dialog,
change the Set Process
Status to In Process,
and maintain any
Comments.
Then click Save.

In the message
monitor table, you
should see the Process
Status, the Processor
and the information
that one comment
exist.
By clicking the
Comment link, you can
see the comment.
Furthermore, you can
add further comments.

Click the Message
Details icon to open the
message details view.

In the Message Details,
the complete logs are
displayed as well as the
paylaod of the
message.
Click the Show link
next to the Customer
type can be only
B or P log message.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the upcoming dialog,
the Log Message
Details are displayed.
Here, you can also find
hints that describe how
to fix the error as well
as a data link pointing
to the field in the data
structure that is
causing the error.
Close the dialog again.

If you click the
Customer type can
be only B or P log
message, you are
navigated to the data
structure and field
CUSTTYPE that causes
the error.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Let’s fix the error. Click
the Edit button on the
top to change to the
edit mode.

You may notice that
the field CUSTTYPE is
the only field that can
be changed, the rest of
the fileds are displayed
only. This is actually a
setting that we did in
the interface
customizing. Change
the value in field
CUSTTYPE to a valid
value, in our case we
have chosen B. Then
Save.
You can see from the
icon next to the
message ID that the
message has been
changed.
Click the Restart
button to reprocess
the message.

In the upcoming dialog,
confirm the restart of
the message.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Click Refresh on the
top to update the
status.

As you can see, the
status has changed to
Success.
A flight customer has
been successfully
created.

2.3

IDoc Scenario: Create Flight Booking

We want to book a flight by sending an IDoc message to the SAP S/4HANA system. AIF is used for monitoring the
message exchange. In the following, the Monitor for Integration Experts as well as the Monitor for Administrators are
shown. However, you may also use any other monitor.

2.3.1

Run the Scenario

In order to create new flight booking messages, we simply use the test tool for IDoc processing (transaction WE19).
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What to Do

What You Will See

If you haven’t logged
on yet, open the SAP
GUI, and login with the
AIF user.
User: S4H_AIF
Password: Welcome1

Run transaction code
WE19 to open the test
tool for IDoc
processing.
You find the
transaction in the
user’s favorites.

In the test tool, search
for existing IDocs as a
template.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the next screen,
you may need to adapt
the time period to find
any IDocs which have
been previously
processed.
Then click on Execute.

A dialog comes up.
From the list of entries
found, select an IDoc of
message type
FLIGHTBOOKING_CRE
ATEFROMDAT and
status 53.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Click on Execute.

Select the
E1BPSBONEW section
to change the data
record.

In the upcoming dialog,
you may change the
data record.
We like to force an
error with a wrong
flight class. So, change
the value of the field
CLASS to an invalid
value such as X.
Note: you need to
ensure to maintain an
existing flight
connection. If the
chosen flight
connection from the
template is in the past,
the message will fail
with a different error.
In this case, call
transaction SE16, enter
table name SFLIGHTS,
and check for a flight
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What to Do

What You Will See

connection which exist
in the future.
If this is not the case,
you need to recreate
sample flight data. Run
transaction
BC_DATA_GEN, and
create new data for the
flight data model. Then
check for valid entries
in the table SFLIGHTS
again.
Once you have entered
a valid flight in the data
record of the IDoc test
tool with a wrong flight
class, click the
Continue button.
To create a test flight
booking message, click
the Standard Inbound
button.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the upcoming
dialog, click the
Continue button.

An IDoc message has
been created and
passed to the
application.
Confirm the
information dialog.

2.3.2

Monitor the Scenario via the Monitor for Integration
Experts

In the following, we use the Fiori monitor for Integration Experts to monitor the message exchange of the Flight Booking
Creation scenario. Open the Fiori Launchpad in your browser with user S4H_AIF, password Welcome1.
https://vhcals4hcs.dummy.nodomain:44301/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/ui2/ushell/shells/abap/FioriLaunchpad.html?
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What to Do

What You Will See

Open the Fiori
Launchpad.
User: S4H_AIF
Password: Welcome1
In the Fiori Launchpad,
select the Message
Monitoring for
Integration Experts tile.

In the Message
Monitoring for
Integration Experts
overview, change the
Time filter to All to be
able to see more than
one entry.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Message
Monitoring for
Integration Experts, the
Message Status
Overview is displayed
in table format. You
can filter on a
particular interface
name. Furthermore,
you can choose
between showing
Interfaces with
messages only,
Interfaces with
errors only, and
All interfaces.
Enter the message
monitoring details, by
clicking the number of
the entry you are
interested in. In your
case, we like to see all
6 messages of the
Create flight booking
interface. Note, the
number of messages
may differ in your case.
In the navigation pane
of the details view of
the Message
Monitoring for
Integration Experts you
see all messages that
correspond to the
chosen filter.
For each entry, you get
the Key Information if
defined for the
particular interface,
the Log Detail and the
Data Content
displayed.
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What to Do

What You Will See

You can expand the
header to adapt the
filter. By default, you
can filter based on
Time and Status.
In addition, we have
maintained key fields in
the interface’s index
table that allows you to
filter on the Airline and
the Flight Number.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Log Detail, click
the icon next to the
Flight class can
be only Y, C or F
log message.

This will open a third
column on the right
showing the Log
Message Detail.
If the space is too
narrow, you can
expand the column by
entering the full screen
mode. This is also
supported for the
column in the middle.
In the following, we like
to maintain a new hint
for the particular error
code.
Click the Edit button to
switch to the edit
mode.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Hint section,
click button Add to add
a new hint.

Maintain a Short
Description and a
Description, then click
Save.
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What to Do

What You Will See

As you can see on the
right, a new hint has
been added.

We have maintained a
data link for the
specific error code.
Click on the Flight
class can be only
Y, C or F link to
navigate to the
corresponding field in
the message structure.
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What to Do

What You Will See

This will open the data
structure and field
CLASS that causes the
error.
Let’s fix the error. Click
the Edit button on the
top to change to the
edit mode.

Change the value in
field CLASS to a valid
value, in our case we
have chosen C.
Then Save.
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What to Do

What You Will See

As you can see in the
navigation pane, the
status has changed to
Edited.

Click the Restart
button to reprocess
the message.

In the upcoming dialog,
confirm the restart of
the message.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Click the Refresh icon
on the top to update
the status.

As you can see, the
status has changed to
Success.
A flight booking has
been successfully
created.

2.3.3

Optionally: Monitor the Scenario via the Monitor for
Administrators

In the following, we use the Fiori monitor for Administrators to monitor the message exchange of the Flight Booking
Creation scenario. For this, you need to switch to the user S4H_AIF_ADM, password Welcome1.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Fiori Launchpad,
sign out.

Log on again with the
administrator user.
User: S4H_AIF_ADM
Password: Welcome1
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What to Do

What You Will See

The Fiori Launchpad
for the AIF
administrator has been
setup to show all three
monitors.
Select the Message
Monitoring for
Administrators tile.

Like in the Message
Monitoring for
Integration Experts, the
Message Monitoring for
Administrators
displays the status
overview in table
format.
Other than in the
Message Monitoring for
Integration Experts, the
Message Monitoring for
Administrators shows
all AIF interfaces
defined in the SAP
S/4HANA system
regardless whether the
user is assigned to a
recipient or not.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In addition to the
Message Monitoring for
Integration Experts,
here the Recipient
information is
displayed, and can be
used for filtering as
well.

You can switch
between ordering the
message status
overview entries by
interface first or by
recipient first.
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What to Do

What You Will See

If you enter the
message details, the
same capabilities are
supported like in the
Message Monitoring for
Integration Experts.

2.4

File upload scenario: Create Business Partners

We want to create business partners by uploading a CSV file to the SAP S/4HANA system. AIF is used to map the flat
structure of the CSV file to the message structure of the BAPI that is called to create the business partners in the system.
The mapping contains a value mapping that maps the external form of address to the internal valid values. Furthermore,
custom data checks were implemented in addition to the standard checks of the BAPI. For monitoring the message
exchange, the Interface Monitor as well as the Monitoring and Error Handling are shown. However, you may also use any
other monitor.

2.4.1

Upload Business Partners

We have prepared a sample CSV file which is stored on the file share of the appliance containing business partner
information. By intention, the data is of bad quality to force data check errors.
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What to Do

What You Will See

If you haven’t logged
on yet, open the SAP
GUI, and login with the
AIF user.
User: S4H_AIF
Password: Welcome1

Run transaction code
/AIF/LFA_UPLOAD_FI
LE to open the file
upload UI.
You find the
transaction in the
user’s favorites.

In the file upload
screen, select the Get
Variant button.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the upcoming dialog,
select the variant
ZDEMO_BUPA, and click
the enter button.

The provided variant
fills in all required
settings.
File Adapter
Configuration
Namespace: /DEMO
File Adapter
Configuration ID:
BUPA_IMPORT
Upload from:
Application
Server
Physical Path:
/cal/plugins/DATA
BASE/CandL/Busine
ss_Partner_sample
.csv
Block Size in Lines: 1
Note, the block size is
set to 1 so that a
message is created for
each row in the CSV
file.
Click the Execute
button to trigger the
file upload.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Once, the file has been
successfully uploaded,
the log is displayed.
Return to the main
screen.

2.4.2

Monitor the Scenario

In the following, we use the Interface Monitor as well as the Monitoring and Error Handling to monitor the message
exchange of the Business Partner Creation scenario.

What to Do

What You Will See

Run transaction code
/AIF/IFMON to open
the Interface Monitor.
You find the
transaction in the
user’s favorites.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Interface Monitor
overview page, expand
the AIF demo scenarios
(/DEMO) namespace.
For each interface that
you are assigned to,
you see the number of
processed messages
and its status
information.
Note, the numbers
shown in the
screenshots may differ
from the numbers
when you run the
scenario.
Click on the erronous
messages of the AIF
demo scenario to
create business
partners (BUPA)
interface.
This opens the Error
Handling monitor.
The monitor is split
into 4 screens:
The upper left screen
shows the Data
Messages, i.e., all
processed messages.
In our case, a message
corresponds to a row
in the CSV file.
The upper right screen
shows the Log
Messages of the data
messages that you
selected on the left
side.
The lower left screen
shows the Data
Structure. In our case,
a flat structure
corresponding to the
columns of the CSV
file.
The lower right screen
shows the actual data
of the selected data
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What to Do

What You Will See

messages and data
structure.
The BUPA interface
has been setup in a
way that the messages
are grouped by the key
field Country.
To see the complete
information as shown
in the screenshot,
proceed as follows:
Expand the BE node.
This shows all data
messages of business
partners in Belgium.
Double click on the BE
node. This shows all
log messages of the
selected data
messages.
Double click on the
structure. This shows
all payload data of the
selected data
messages.
First, let’s show you
how to fix a value
mapping error. As you
can see in the log, a
value mapping error
occurred.
To fix the error, click
the Value Mapping
button on the top to
maintain the value
mapping table.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Change Value
Mappings maintenance
screen, click the Insert
values button.

This will add the
missing value, in our
case Mr.
Click on the F4
selection.

In the upcoming dialog,
select the entry with
key 0002 and Title Mr.
and click OK.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Save your changes and
return to the monitor.

In the monitor, click
the Restart button to
reprocess the selected
messages.

In the upcoming dialog,
click the Yes to All
button.

Once the messages
have been successfully
restarted, click the
Refresh icon to update
the status.
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What to Do

What You Will See

As you can see, the
value mapping error
has been resolved,
however a new error
occurred with a wrong
postal code.

So, next we will show
you how to do a mass
change. Not all fields
can be changed,
actually those which
are greyed out are not
editable, the rest can
be edited. This is a
setting that we have
defined in the interface
customizing.
To fix the error, select
the POSTCODE
column, and click the
Search and Replace
button.
The postal code must
have the lenght 4. So,
in the upcoming dialog,
enter B-1030 into the
Find field, and 1030
into the Replace field,
then click the Check
button.
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What to Do

What You Will See

The check found 198
out of 201 messages
where the replacement
is applicable.
Note: the numbers
may differ compared
to when you will run
the scenario.
Select OK to carry out
the actual
replacement.

As you can see, the
postal codes have been
changed. Click the
Save button.
By the way, the change
of the payload is
logged in the change
log.
You can access the
change log by running
transaction
/AIF/CHANGE_LOG.
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What to Do

What You Will See

As you can see in the
data messages screen,
the status of the
messages have been
changed to Payload
Changed.
Click the Restart
button.

Once the messages
have been successfully
restarted, click the
Refresh icon to update
the status.
Since we entered the
error handling monitor
by selecting the
erronous messages
only, the successful
messages are filtered
out. So, as you can see,
most of the messages
were succesfully
processed. We end up
with 3 messages in
error. The error
message is Form of
address must not
be empty. Ths is
actually a custom
check that we have
implemented.
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What to Do

What You Will See

You can fix the error by
editing the data.
Double click on the
empty FORM field.

In the upcoming dialog,
enter the value Mr.,
then click OK.

The value has been
changed.

Do the same for the
rest of the messages,
then click Save.

Restart the messages.
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What to Do

What You Will See

After restart and
refresh, you should not
see any erronous
message below the BE
node.

Next, let’s show you
how you can enter the
error handling monitor
based on a particular
error situation.
Navigate back to the
Interface Monitor
overview.
Select the AIF demo
scenario to create
business partners
(BUPA) interface, and
click the Message
Summary button on
the top.
The Message Summary
shows you the number
of messages grouped
by error codes. This
way you can do mass
error handling for a
particular error.
Note, the message
texts contain the
placeholders which can
only be resolved for
individual messages.
Double cklick on the
Form $1 must not
contain numbers
message to open the
error handling monitor.
This is actually another
custom check that we
have implemented.
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What to Do

What You Will See

As you can see in the
error handling monitor,
the address form
contains the number
123 however only
characters and a dot
are allowed.
As shown above, you
can fix the error via find
and replace or by
editing the FORM
values.

Next, let’s show you an
alternative way how to
enter the error
handling monitor.
Navigate back to the
system main page, and
run transaction code
/AIF/ERR to enter the
Monitoring and Error
Handling. You find the
transaction in the
user’s favorites
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Monitoring and
Error Handling, you
have various filter
options.
First of all, filter on
Namespace /DEMO and
Interface Name BUPA
of Interface Version 1.
Press enter, then an
interface specifc
selection appears
based on the key fields
of the BUPA interface.
Let’s filter here on the
Country BE that we
have handled above.
In the Status Selection
section, click the Select
All button. This will
select all status radio
buttons.
Then click Execute on
the top.
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What to Do

What You Will See

This will open the error
handling monitor
showing the
succcessfully
processed messages
of the Belgium
business partners.

2.5

Interoperabilty scenarios with the SAP Business Technology
Platform

The appliance has been enabled to connect to the SAP Business Technology Platform (BTP) to support the following BTP
interoperability scenarios:
1.
2.

Send AIF alerts to SAP Alert Notification Service
Error forwarding from SAP Cloud Integration to AIF

For those scenarios, you need a (trial) account on the SAP Business Technology Platform.
Since this cannot be delivered as part of the appliance, you need to setup your BTP account and run through most part of
the configuration on your own.
In the following, we will describe what has been prepared in the appliance (e.g., a cloud connector) and refer to the
respective documentation.

2.5.1

Components Needed for the BTP Interoperability

Component

Where to get it

SAP S/4HANA backend system

Use the appliance (or any other S/4HANA on-premise
system)
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SAP Business Technology Platform account

Use an existing BTP account or get a free trial account on
https://www.sap.com/products/business-technologyplatform/trial.html

SAP Cloud Connector

Serves as “reverse proxy” for securely connecting BTP and
SAP S/4HANA.
Install a new one or use the one embedded into the
appliance (https://vhcals4hcs.dummy.nodomain:8443,
user Administrator with password manage)

Postman or any other API test tool of your choice

2.5.2

For the SAP Cloud Integration interoperability scenario, we
provide a Postman collection to be able to send a sample
message to SAP Cloud Integration. You can download the
latest Postman client at
https://www.postman.com/downloads. Alternatively, you
can use the API test tool of your choice.

Send AIF alerts to SAP Alert Notification Service

You can connect the SAP S/4HANA appliance to the SAP Alert Notification Service in order to handle notifications about
message processing errors within AIF. SAP Alert Notification service is a service of the SAP Business Technology
Platform (SAP BTP) that allows you to expose real-time information in the channel of your choice. Here, different channel
types are natively supported such as email, Microsoft Teams, Slack, ServiceNow, SAP Workflow, etc. For more details,
check out the SAP Alert Notification standard documentation.
In the following, we will integrate AIF with the SAP Alert Notification Service in order to post alerts in a Microsoft Teams
channel. As mentioned above, the appliance has been enabled to connect to BTP, so some configuration steps have been
already predelivered with the appliance.
To get an overview of the complete configuration steps to setup this scenario, check out the SAP community blog How to
send SAP Application Interface Framework alerts to SAP Alert Notification Service.
For more details, see also the standard documentation SAP Alert Notification Service Integration with SAP Application
Interface Framework (Message Monitoring).
Prerequisite is that you have run through the initial setup of the SAP Alert Notification Service, see Initial Setup.
•
•
•

You have configured the Entitlement by adding a Service Plan for the Alert Notification Service.
You have created a Space.
You have created a new Instance for the Alert Notification Service.
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Let’s now run through the rest of the configuration steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•

In the BTP cockpit, create a service key.
In the appliance, create an http destination.
In the appliance, create an OAuth configuration.
In the appliance, create a new table entry to link the destination to the OAuth configuration.
In your Microsoft Teams channel, create a Webhook.
In the BTP cockpit, create an action, conditions, and a subscription.

What to Do

What You Will See

First, we need to create
a service key of the
Alert Notification
instance.
In your BTP Cockpit,
select Create Service
Key from the Actions
menu of your instance.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Maintain a service key
name, and click Create.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Once created, either
view or download the
service key
information.
Select the View entry in
the drop down menu of
your service key.

This shows you URL,
client ID, client secret
as well as OAuth URL.
Those credential
values are needed to
setup the connection
between the SAP
S/4HANA appliance
and your BTP account.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Next, we need to setup
a destination pointing
to the BTP account in
the SAP S/4HANA
appliance.
Open the SAP GUI, and
login with the AIF
admin user.
User: S4H_AIF_ADM
Password: Welcome1
Then, run transaction
code SM59, and click
on the Create icon.
Select Connection
Type G, and maintain a
destination name, here
AlertNotification
Service, then click
OK.
In the new connection,
maintain a description.
As Host, enter the host
name of the URL from
the serive key.
As Path Prefix, enter
/cf/producer/v1/r
esource-events.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Switch to the Logon &
Security tab, and set
the SSL radio button to
Active.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Switch to the Special
Options tab.
Select the HTTP 1.1
radio button.
Leave the Compression
Status to Inactive.
Set the Type of Cookies
Acceptance to Yes
(all).
Then save your new
destination.

Next, we need to
create an OAuth
configuration.
Run transaction code
OA2C_CONFIG. A web
browser opens, logon
with the AIF admin
user.
Note: If the Microsoft
Internet browser
opens, copy and paste
the URL and switch to
the Chrome browser
for instance because
former is not
supported.
In the OAuth 2.0
Clients UI, click the
Create button.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the upcoming dialog,
select the OAuth 2.0
Client Profile
/AIF/CP_ANS_OAUTH
_PROFILE from the
drop down.
Maintain the
Configuration Name as
/AIF/CP_ANS_OAUTH
_PROFILE_CONFIG.
As OAuth 2.0 Client ID,
maintain the client ID
from the service key.
Then click OK.
In the newly created
OAuth 2.0 client,
maintain the Client
Secret from the service
key.
In the Token Endpoint,
enter the oauth_url
from the service key.
For the Authorization
Endpoint parameter
enter the oauth_url as
well, however replace
the url path after
oauth/ with the term
authorize.
Below Access Settings,
select Basic for the
Client Authentication,
Header Field for the
Resource Access
Authentication, and
Client
Credentials for the
Selected Grant Type.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Once done, click Save.

A new entry should be
displayed in the list of
OAuth 2.0 client.

Next, we need to link
the destination to the
OAuth 2.0 client
configuration.
Run transaction SE16,
enter Table Name
/AIF/ANS_DEST, and
click the Create Entries
button to add a new
entry.
Enter the beforehand
created destination
AlertNotification
Service into the DEST
field, and the
beforehand created
OAuth 2.0 client
configuration
/AIF/CP_ANS_OAUTH
_PROFILE_CONFIG
into the OAUTH
CONFIG field, then
click Save.
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What to Do

What You Will See

As mentioned above,
we like to post alerts in
a Microsoft Teams
channel. If you do not
use Microsoft Teams,
you may choose other
options such as
triggering an email or
integrating with Slack
for instance. In this
case, check out the
configuration steps in
the Managing Actions
documentation.
For the Microsoft
Teams option, we
assume that you have
setup a channel
already. In the channel,
select the entry
Connectors from the
More options menu of
your channel to setup a
Webhook connector.
In the upcoming dialog,
search for Incoming
Webhook, and click
Add.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Click Add again.

Go back to the
connectors. Below
Connectors for your
team, you should see
the Incoming Webhook.
Click Configure.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Enter a name and then
click Create to create a
new Webhook.
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What to Do

What You Will See

A Webhook URL has
been created. Copy the
URL into the clipboard.
It is needed when
maintaining the action
in the Alert Notification
Service.

Next, we need to setup
the Alert Notification
Service, i.e., the action,
the conditions, and the
subscription.
Open your SAP BTP
Cockpit, and select the
Alert Notification
Service instance. Here,
click the Manage
Instance button.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Alert Notification
Service Instance of the
BTP Cockpit, switch to
the Actions page, and
click the Create button
to create a new action.

In the upcoming dialog,
select the Action Type
Microsoft Teams,
and click Next.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the next screen,
maintain an action
name, here
AIFToMSTeams.
Paste the beforehand
created Webhook URL
into the URL Address.
Then click Create.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Next, let’s create two
conditions.
Switch to the
Conditions page, then
click the Create button
to create a new
condition.

We actually like to
forward alerts to MS
Teams for the IDoc
flight booking scenario,
see chapter 2.3.
So, in the upcoming
dialog, maintain a
condition name, here
FlightBooking.
Maintain the condition
as follows:
tags.ifname is
Equal to FLBOOK.
Then click Create.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Create another
condition with name
AllAIFErrors and
the following condition:
eventType is
Equal to
MessageMonitoring
AlertingEvent.

You should see two
new conditions.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Finally, switch to the
Subscriptions page,
then click the Create
button to create a new
subscription.

On the first screen,
enter a name, here
SubscribeToAIF,
then click Create.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the next screen,
select both beforehand
created conditions
AllAIFErrors and
FlightBooking, then
click Assign.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the next screen,
select the beforehand
created action
AIFToMSTeams, then
click Assign.

You should see a new
subscription.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Right now, an alert is
only triggered if no
alert is active for the
particular interface. In
future, we will change
this behaviour so that
the alerts forwarded to
the Alert Notification
Service are
independent of the
alert setting in AIF. In
the current appliance
however, you need to
ensure that the alerts
have been confirmed.
As said, we run the
interoperability
scenario with the IDoc
flight booking scenario.
So, enter the interface
monitor in the SAP GUI
(transaction code
/AIF/IFMON), and click
on the bulb of the
FLBOOK interface to
confirm all its alerts.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Next, we create a new
flight booking with
enforcing an error. See
chapter 2.3.1.

Open the Fiori
launchpad, and logon
with the AIF admin
user.
User: S4H_AIF_ADM
Password: Welcome1
Then, enter any
monitor, here we
selected the Message
Monitoring for
Integration Experts.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the message
monitor, you should
see a new erronous
message of the Create
flight booking interface.
Select the interface.

In the details view, you
should see an error.
Navigate back to the
overview.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the overview, you
should see a new
successful message
for the ANS alerts
interface. This is
actually the interface
where you can monitor
the alerts which are
sent to the Alert
Notification Service.
If you can’t see the
interface, you probably
are logged on with the
S4H_AIF user. Note,
only the S4H_AIF_ADM
user is assigned to the
alert interface. So, you
need to switch the
user.
Select the interface.
You should see the
details of the alert.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Open your MS teams
channel. You should
see a new event of type
MessageMonitoringAle
rtingEvent.
Note: if you re-run the
scenario, do not forget
to confirm the alert
before.

2.5.3

Error forwarding from SAP Cloud Integration to AIF

We assume that your integration scenario involves SAP Cloud Integration as an integration platform, i.e., messages are
sent from SAP Cloud Integration to the SAP S/4HANA system. If an error happens on the integration platform, a
notification can be sent to AIF. The error notification is displayed in the message monitor of the corresponding AIF
interface as technical error. It can’t be restarted, it’s just to inform the user in the SAP S/4HANA system that the
message got stuck in the integration platform.
The integration can be setup in two different ways:
•

•

In the first option, you need to add an exception subprocess to your existing integration flow on SAP Cloud
Integration. Whenever a processing error happens, the exception subprocess fetches the error and sends a
message containing the error details to AIF. The setup of this option is described in this blog.
Drawback of this option is that you need to adapt the integration flow model. For the second option, this is not
the case. Here, the error information is regularly collected from the message processing log of the SAP Cloud
Integration.
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In the following, we will integrate SAP Cloud Integration with AIF in order to forward technical errors to AIF following the
second option, i.e., to pull the error data from SAP Cloud Integration. Like for the other interoperability scenario above,
we will setup this scenario for the flight booking scenario (interface FLBOOK). For more details about the required
configuration steps, see Using a Transfer Job to Pull Errors from SAP Cloud Integration to SAP Application Interface
Framework.
Prerequiste is that you have access to a SAP Cloud Integration tenant. Either use your own existing BTP account with an
entitlement for SAP Cloud Integration or use a trial account, see above.
Furthermore, you need to setup users on your account which are authorized to process messages, and furthermore
which are authorized to access the Cloud Integration OData API.
•
•

For more details about the required roles when running your tenant on the Cloud Foundry environment, see
Configuring Inbound HTTP Connections, Cloud Foundry Environment.
For more details about the required roles when running your tenant on the Neo environment, see Configuring
Inbound HTTP Connections, Neo Environment.

As mentioned above, the appliance has been enabled to connect to BTP, so some configuration steps have been already
predelivered with the appliance:
•
•
•

The error propagation monitoring has been already activated.
The custom engines have been already defined.
For the flight booking scenario (interface FLBOOK), the custom engines have been selected as application engine
and persistence engine, respectively.

So, let’s now run through the rest of the configuration steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Configure the Cloud Connector.
In SAP Cloud Integration, upload, configure and deploy the provided integration flow to send a flight booking
request to the appliance via the IDoc adapter.
In the appliance, create an HTTP destination pointing to the SAP Cloud Integration tenant.
In the appliance, customize the error propagation configuration.
In the appliance, activate the transfer job.

What to Do

What You Will See

First, we need to
establish a connection
between the SAP
Cloud Integration
tenant and the SAP
S/4HANA appliance
via the Cloud
Connector. If you like
to use the embedded
Cloud Connector, open
https://vhcals4hcs.du
mmy.nodomain:8443,
and logon with
following user:
User: Administrator
Password: manage
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What to Do

What You Will See

Define a new
subaccount.
Select the Region of
your tenant.
Maintain the
Subaccount ID of your
subaccount.
Mainatain a Display
Name.
Enter your account
credentials.
Maintain a Location ID,
here CALAIF.
Then, click Save.

Once saved, a
connection to the BTP
account is established.
Navigate to Cloud To
On-Premise.

Click on the Plus sign
to create a new
mapping between a
virtual host and the
internal host.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the first screen,
select ABAP System
as Back-end Type, then
click Next.

On the next screen,
select the Protocol
HTTP, then click Next.

On the next screen,
maintain the internal
host and port as
follows:
Internal Host:
vhcals4hcs
Internal Port: 50000
Then, click Next.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the next screen,
maintain your custom
Virtual Host name,
here we have chosen
myOwnCALS4H.
As Virtual Port
maintain 50000.
Then, click Next.

On the next screen,
select None as
Principal Type, then
click Next.

On the next screen,
just click Next.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the next screen,
select the Check
Internal Host flag,
then click Finish.

A new mapping has
been added. The Check
Result should show
Reachable.
Next, we need to define
accessible resources.
Click on the Plus sign.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the upcoming dialog,
maintain the URL Path
as
/sap/bc/srt/idoc.
This restricts the
access to the idoc
node only.
Then, click Save.

Once done, mapping
and resources should
be in status green.
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What to Do

What You Will See

To send sample IDoc
messages to the SAP
S/4HANA appliance,
an integration flow has
been provided. You can
find the Flight
Booking Create
via IDoc.zip file on
the Windows remote
desktop of the
appliance. It’s located
in the folder
Q:\flavor\S4HANA_Ful
ly_Activated\Demo_Fil
es.

Let’s get the
integration flow
running on your SAP
Cloud Integration
tenant.
As a prerequsite, we
first need to deploy
credentials to be able
to authenticate to the
SAP S/4HANA
appliance when
exchanging the
messages.
Logon on to your SAP
Cloud Integration
tenant, and switch to
the Monitor section.
Then, select the
Security Material tile.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Manage Security
Material page, select
entry User Credentials
of the Create menu.

In the upcoming dialog,
enter an alias name for
the user credentials,
here BPINST, and
maintain user and
password as follows:
User: BPINST
Password: Welcome1
Then, click Deploy.

You should see the
user credentials
deployed.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Switch to the Design
area, and click Create
to create a new
package.

In the package editor,
maintain a Name and a
Short Description, the
Technical Name is
automatically
generated.
Then, click Save.

Now, let’s upload the
provided integration
flow.
Switch to the Artifacts
tab, and select entry
Integration Flow from
the Add menu. If the
Add menu is greyed
out, you first need to
switch to the Edit
mode.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the upcoming dialog,
select the Upload
radio button, click on
Browse, browse to the
Q:\flavor\S4HANA_Ful
ly_Activated\Demo_Fil
es folder on the
appliance’s Windows
remote desktop, and
select file Flight
Booking Create
via IDoc.zip.
Then, click OK.

You can open the
integration flow editor,
to take a look at the
integration flow model.
It exposes an HTTP
end point on the
sender side through
which you can send a
sample message to the
integration flow.
We added a Groovy
script to simulate a
processing error on the
integration platform
depending on how you
set the respective
header, see below.
In a message mapping
step, the inbound
message is mapped to
an IDoc format.
In a content modifier
step, the IDoc header
is defined fitting to the
partner profile in the
appliance.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Finally, the message is
sent to the appliance
via the IDoc adapter.
Return to the Artifacts
tab, and select entry
Configure from the
Actions menu of the
integration flow.

In the upcoming dialog,
the externalized
parameters for the
virtiual host and the
location ID as defined
in the Cloud
Connector, and the
beforehand deployed
user credential alias
are already preset
based on the names
chosen in this demo
guide. If you have
chosen different
names, you need to
change them
accordingly, and then
save.
Finally, click Deploy to
trigger the
deployment.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Switch to the Monitor
area, and select the All
Started tile below
Manage Integration
Content.

Wait until the status of
the integration flow
turns to Started.
Copy the URL of the
endpoint to the
clipboard. It’s needed
later when running the
scenario.
Also, note the ID
FlightBookingCrea
te_IDoc of the
integration flow
displayed in the header
of the log. The ID is
needed later within AIF
customizing.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Next, we need to setup
a destination pointing
to the SAP Cloud
Integration tenant on
BTP.
Open the SAP GUI, and
login with the AIF
admin user.
User: S4H_AIF_ADM
Password: Welcome1
Then, run transaction
code SM59, and click
the Create icon.
Select Connection
Type G, and maintain a
destination name, here
CloudIntegration,
then click OK.
In the new connection,
maintain a description.
As Host, enter the host
name of the SAP Cloud
Integration Web UI.
As Path Prefix, enter
/api/v1/MessagePr
ocessingLogs.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Switch to the Logon &
Security tab.
Select Basic
Authentication, and
maintain your BTP
account user and
password.
Note: the user entered
here needs to be
authorized to access
the Cloud Integration
OData API, see above.
Below the Security
Options, set the SSL
radio button to
Active.
Then save your new
destination.

Next, we need to setup
the Error Propagation
integration.
Run transaction
/AIF/CUST to enter
the AIF customizing.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the AIF customizing,
expand the node SAP
Application Interface
Framework → System
Configuration → Error
Propagation
Integration, and
execute Define Error
Propagation.

In the Error
Propagation
Configuration, create a
new entry by selecting
New Entries.

In the new entry,
maintain an Error
Propagation
Configuration ID, here
CAL, and select the
beforehand created
RFC destination
CloudIntegration.
Then click Save.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Below the Error
Propagation
Integration node,
execute Define
Integration Flow from
SAP Cloud Integration.

In the Configure
Integration Flow from
SAP Cloud Integration,
create a new entry by
selecting New Entries.

In the new entry,
maintain the
beforehand created
Error Propagation
Configuration ID CAL,
the IFlow ID of your
integration flow, here
FlightBookingCrea
te_IDoc, the
Namespace /DEMO, the
Interface FLBOOK, and
the Version 1.
Then click Save.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Finally, we need to
schedule a job that
regularly reads the
error messages from
the SAP Cloud
Integration tenant.
Run transaction code
SM36 to define a
background job.
Maintain a Job Name,
and select Start
condition.

Select a Start Time and
Period values, here I
have chosen to start
immediately and to
run every 5 minutes.
Then, click Save.

Next, click Step to
maintain the report
which should be
regularly scheduled.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the upcoming dialog,
maintain ABAP
program
/AIF/CPI_TRANSFER
_JOB, then click Save.

On the next screen,
you get the step
displayed. Navigate
back.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Finally, click Save. This
will trigger the
background job.

To monitor the job,
click Job selection.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the next screen,
select all job status,
and then click Execute.

In the job overview, you
should see that a job
run has been finished
already, and the next
job run is scheduled.
Since we haven’t sent
any IDoc messages
yet, no error messages
should have been
collected in the first
run.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Next, we will post a
sample message to the
SAP Cloud Integration
tenant using Postman
as API test client.
If you haven’t used
Postman so far, you
first need to download
and install the client
software, see chapter
2.5.1.
Optionally, you can
also use your own API
test tool.
For Postman, we have
provided a collection
with preconfigured
header and body. You
find the Postman
collection AIF
Demo.postman_coll
ection.json in the
folder
Q:\flavor\S4HANA_Ful
ly_Activated\Demo_Fil
es on the appliance’s
Windows remote
desktop.
Open the Postman
client, and select
Import.
In the upcoming dialog,
drag & drop the file
AIF
Demo.postman_coll
ection.json into the
Upload Files area.
Then, click Import.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Expand the collection
AIF Demo, and select
the request
FlightBookingCreate.
Paste the endpoint
URL from the deployed
integration flow into
the Enter request URL
field.
On tab Authorization,
enter your SAP Cloud
Integration user
credentials.
Note: The user entered
here needs to be
authorized to process
messages, see above.
If you switch to the
Body tab, you see a
sample flight booking
request. You may
change the flight
details if the flight
shown here does not
exist or the flight date
has been passed.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF8"?><ns0:FlightBooking xmlns:ns0="http://demo.sap.com/aif">
<Agency>109</Agency>
<FlightDetails>

In this case, call
transaction SE16 in the
appliance, enter table
name SFLIGHTS, and
check for a flight
connection which exist
in the future.

</FlightDetails>
<PassengerDetails>
<Name>Brian Smith</Name>
<ID>7</ID>
<Birth>01.01.1975</Birth>
</PassengerDetails>
</ns0:FlightBooking>

Otherwise, since we
like to enforce an error
on the SAP Cloud
Integration tenant
anyway, the content is
not important anyway.

<AirlineID>LH</AirlineID>
<ConnectionID>2402</ConnectionID>
<FlightDate>04.06.2022</FlightDate>
<Class>Y</Class>
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What to Do

What You Will See

Switch to the Headers
tab.
Note, the header error
controls whether an
error happens on the
SAP Cloud Integration
runtime or not. It
doesn’t necessarily
means that it will or
won’t fail with an
application error in AIF.
This actually depends
on the flight details
that you have
maintained in the body.
By default, the header
error is set to true.
This will result into a
processing error on the
SAP Cloud Integration
runtime.
We first like to test if
the connection to the
SAP S/4HANA
appliance works
properly. So, change
the error header to
false and click Send.
You should get an http
code 200 and a
response with an IDoc
number.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Enter the Fiori
launchpad with the AIF
admin user.
User: S4H_AIF_ADM
Password: Welcome1
Navigate to any AIF
monitor, here we used
the Message Monitor
for Integration Experts.

In the Message Monitor
for Integration Experts
overview, you should
see a new message for
the Create flight
booking interface. In
our case, the message
was successfully
processed within AIF.
As said, depending on
the flight details, your
message may end up
in an error within AIF or
not.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the monitoring
details, you see that
the flight has been
created.

In the next run, we like
to force an error on the
SAP Cloud Integration
runtime.
So, change the error
header back to true
and click Send.

You should get an http
error code 500 and the
reference to the
message processing
log.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Open your SAP Cloud
Integration Web UI,
and switch to the
Monitor area.
You should see a new
failed message in the
Failed Messages tile.
Click on the tile.

This shows you the
message processing
log. An error occurred
in the Groovy script as
actually intended.

Go back to the job
overview of the
appliance, transaction
code SM37, and wait
until the next run has
been finished.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Message Monitor
for Integration Experts
overview, you should
see new messages for
the Cloud Integration
alerts interface. The
purpose of this
interface is to monitor
the alerts retrieved
from SAP Cloud
Integration.
Click on the interface.

For each job run, you
should see a new alert
message. If you select
the latest entry, it
should show that a
message has been
transmitted to AIF.
This alert is then
forwarded to the actual
interface, in our case
the Create flight
booking interface.

Navigate back to the
overview.
For the Create flight
booking interface, you
should see a new
message in status
error.
Select the interface.
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What to Do

What You Will See

The erronous message
is actually the error
notification informing
about a message
processing error in
SAP Cloud Integration.
It provides details
about the SAP Cloud
Integration tenant, the
integration flow ID, the
message processing
log ID, etc.
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